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                Error 404 – Page Not Found

                Oh my, you broke the internet.

            
            
Al Gore is pissed.

So is the hamster.

This is probably because of one or more of the following:


The hamster who fetches these pages has stepped out for a smoke break (he earns extra travel money over at the Philip Morris Labs where he poses as a rat and gets paid under the table).

	The hamster who fetches these pages is actually at Phillip Morris Labs working right now in which case you'll just have to wait until he comes back here.

	The hamster who fetches the pages finally made enough extra travel money working nights at the Philip Morris Labs to actually travel and is no longer running this site at all, in fact he's sipping Mai Tai's in Indonesia even as we speak, laughing that semi-sinister, but always endearing, high pitched squeak of a laugh.

	The hamster may be innocent. Perhaps I was drunk and left the page in the back of a cab.

	Wait, why is this our fault? Why are you so quick to blame the hamster? This could be your fault. You might have man hands or thick, clumsy fingers that led you to type the wrong address. Or you might just be an idiot. Or you might be following the links of an idiot. See what happens when you visit other sites? Keep it simple, make the hamster happy. Limit your internet usage to luxagraf.net.

	Of course it's also possible that you're ahead of me and the page simply hasn't been invented yet, which makes you a genius. And explains why the hamster couldn't find it.

	It's also entirely possible that the page exists but the hamster doesn't want to show it to you. It maybe one of those "backroom" pages he has, where secret stuff beyond your wildest imaginings is happening even now, right this second, just behind this blank white curtain. Stuff which you can only guess at. You can ask the hamster for an invite. Just email two forms of ID and a credit card number for verification purposes.

	
	Whatever the case you may return from whence you came, Head for the main page or try searching again for whatever it is you wanted to find.
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